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Abstract

Novice users, like students writing their first report, oOen have problems
with LATEX. 3is article describes StarTEX, a simpler and more robust TEX
variant for these users.

1. 3e problem with LATEX

LATEX[2] is a wonderful tool for creating all kinds of reports, particularly
if they contain mathematical formulz. Even the most eager LATEX fan must,
however, admit that nearly all users have problems the first time they want to
process their document.

All students at my department are required to write a few reports in LATEX,
and these are their main complaints:

— 3e major problem is the error messages. 3ey are very terse at best,
and since they are sometimes produced by LATEX and at other times by
TEX, understanding themessages requires reasonably good knowledge of
both systems. Most students tend to look only at the line numbers when
examining their error logs.

— LATEX is not very robust; trivial syntax errors can cause a serious burst of
confusing error messages, like when you forget a \\ prior to \hline in an
array environment.

You can also experience undesired effects if you use the commands in-
correctly, for instance if you write

\abstract{text}

rather than the correct
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\begin{abstract}

text
\end{abstract}

3is error produces no error message, but will cause the whole article to
be set in a smaller font.

— LATEX does not hide the primitive commands of TEX, making it possible
for the users to access them accidentally. For example, one of our users
defined a macro for her name:

\def \else {Else Hansen}

3is error alone produced more then 100 error messages.

— LATEX uses ten special �aracters: #, $, %, &, ~, ^, _, {, }, and \. Users need
to remember that these �aracters are special, and they must learn whi�
commands are necessary to produce them if they are required in the text.
Fewer special �aracters would be an advantage.

— 3e command notation \xxx used in LATEX oOen causes problems with
the space following it.

— LATEX has borrowed its error recovery philosophy from plain TEX: the
user is expected to manually correct ea� detected error to allow LATEX
to proceed. 3e problem with this approa� is that you will get many
confusing error messages if you do not correct the error properly.

None of our students use this interactive recovery facility; they either
restart the whole processing aOer having discovered the first error, or
they let the processing run to completion without any interaction. An
automatic error recovery s�eme like the one employed by compilers
would be a great benefit for these users.

— LATEX provides a mixture of structural mark-up commands as well as
visual mark-up. 3e advantage is that experienced users can a�ieve
the visual appearance they desire; the disadvantage is that less expe-
rienced users—particularly those who have used other document pro-
cessing tools—spend too mu� of their time trying to coerce LATEX into
producing exactly the layout they think is proper.

2. Requirements for a be(er tool

All these problems indicate that LATEX in its present form is not the tool we
want for our students, at least not for their first report. We want a document
processing program with the following properties:
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— It must be based on TEX to a�ieve the desired quality in mathematical
formulz.

— It should use a different notation for its mark-up commands; one whi�
causes less confusion concerning spaces and has fewer special�aracters.

— It must hide all the internal TEX commands; this is the only safe way to
avoid students using them accidentally.

— It must be small and easy to understand for the users. Also, it must be
simple to adapt to any particular requirements an institution might have.

— It should contain structuralmark-up commands only, and novisualmark-
up.

— It should be robust.

— It should produce be(er error messages. If possible, no messages from
TEX should ever appear. If this is impossible, error messages from TEX
should be preceded by a message produced by the new tool.

— Since most students tend to just disregard all messages about under- and
over-full boxes, it should try to reduce the number of su� messages.

— It should run in nonstop mode and use automatic error recovery to detect
as many genuine errors as possible.

— It should be as fast as plain TEX.

— 3ecommandhandling shouldbe insensitive touppercase and lowercase.
3is is not an important issue, but case confusion has caused problems
for some users.

3. 3e solution

A(empting to a�ieve the goals mentioned above, StarTEX was designed.
3e name was �osen to indicate that it was a Starters’ TEX.

StarTEX is a new TEX format, and is thus a cousin ofAMS-TEX[5] and LATEX.
It is built on top of the plain TEX[1] commands.

3.1. �e notation

At the EuroTEX conference in Arnhem in September 1995, Philip Taylor[6]
proposed a different notation for (LA)TEX commands:

<xxx> rather than \xxx.
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I decided to use this notation in StarTEX as it solves many of our problems:

— Spaces following the command are no longer a problem.3ere is no need
for special rules like ‘‘When a space comes aOer a control word, it is
ignored by TEX.’’[1, p. 8].

— Only one special �aracter is needed: <. 3e�aracters #, $, %, &, ~, ^, _, {,
} and \ are now ordinary �aracters.

— 3e command name may contain almost any �aracter, not just le(ers.

— 3e s�eme is easy to implement: all that is required is tomake < an active
�aracter, and let the corresponding command regard everything up to
the following > as a parameter.

— Since all commands are called through this interface, it is easy to make
all internal TEX commands invisible.

— It is easy to �eQ whether the user command is defined, and provide
suitable error recovery if it is not.

— It is easy to \lowercase the user command, thus making the command
handling insensitive to case.

— 3is command notation is the same as in [4] with whi� many stu-
dents are familiar.

I could have used any braQeting symbol pair, like [xxx] or {xxx} or /xxx\,
but I �ose <xxx> because it resembles  and because < and > are not used
very frequently.

3.1.1. Command parameters

A few commands need a parameter to specify non-printing ma(er like a
file name or a label. I �ose to use square braQets for this, as in

<ref>[label]

Using a special notation indicates more clearly that the parameter is not to be
typeset.

3.2. �e command set

3e set of available StarTEX commandswas�osenwith the following aims
in mind:

— 3ere should be sufficient commands for writing a student report, but
otherwise there should be as few commands as possible.
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— 3ere should be no commands for visual mark-up, only structural speci-
fications.

— 3e commands should have a form that makes them easy to �eQ for
errors, and to automatically recover from the errors.

In table 1 are listedmost of the StarTEX commandswith their LATEX counterpart.

3.2.1. Paragraph separation

It was decided to use <p> to separate paragraphs, as in . Even though
the blank line used by (LA)TEX is easier to type, it does cause problems with
indentation of the paragraph following an environment like a list. Using <p>
alleviates this problem.

Another advantage of using the <p> notation is that it can be employed as
line separator (like\\ inLATEX) inenvironmentswhere the conceptofparagraph
makes li(le sense, as in the <title> or <author> environments. 3is provides
a double benefit: a special command for line breaking is no longer necessary,
and using <p> in a <title> environment is now legal.

3.2.2. Font selection

A few commands for font selection are necessary, but my belief is that
<b> (for bold text), <i> (for italic) and <tt> (for typewriter text) form a
sufficient set of commands.3e commandsmay of course be nested to provide
for instance italic typewriter text .

Some might argue that these commands are visual rather than structural,
and that the  approa� of providing a wider selection of structural com-
mands like <dfn> for definitions, <em> for emphasis, <kbd> for keyboard input
and <samp> for literal �aracters, is more logical. My own experience is that
there are seldom enough definitions to suit my needs, so I will for instance use
a specification like <strong>when I really want to indicate a reservedword in
a programming language. Providing a few simple type �anging commands
is be(er.

3.3. PostScript figures

Since nearly all figures used in LATEX documents at our department are
PostScript files, it seems reasonable to specialize the interface for this. 3e
notation

<psfig>[file name]caption text</psfig>
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StarTEX LATEX

Document <body>text</body> \begin{document}text\end{document}
Document style \style[style file] \documentclass{style file}
Document <title>text</title> \title{text}
head <author>text</author> \author{text}

<info>text</info> \date{text}
\maketitle

Abstract <abstract>text</abstract> \begin{abstract}text\end{abstract}
Font <b>text</b> \textbf{text}
�ange <i>text</i> \textit{text}

<tt>text</tt> \texttt{text}
Paragraph break <p> 〈blank line〉
Mathematical <math>formula</math> \(formula\)
formulz <displaymath> \[formula\]

formula
</displaymath>

Sectioning <h1>text</h1> \section{text}
<h2>text</h2> \subsection{text}
<h3>text</h3> \subsubsection{text}
<h4>text</h4> \paragraph{text}

Itemized <list> \begin{itemize}

list <item> . . . \item . . .
: :

</list> \end{itemize}

Enumerated <list> \begin{enumerate}

list <numitem> . . . \item . . .
: :

</list> \end{enumerate}

Description <list> \begin{description}

list <textitem>text</textitem> . . . \item[text] . . .
: :

</list> \end{description}

PostScript <psfig>[file name]caption text \begin{figure}

figure </psfig> \caption{caption text}
\begin{center}

\includegraphics{file name}
\end{center}

\end{figure}

Table <table>caption text \begin{table}

<row>text<col>text<col>. . . \caption{caption text}
<row>text<col>text<col>. . . \begin{center}

: \begin{tabular}{|c|. . . }\hline
</table> text& text& . . . \\ \hline

text& text& . . . \\ \hline

:
\end{tabular}

\end{center}

\end{table}

Footnote <footnote>text</footnote> \footnote{text}
Raw text <code>text</code> \begin{verbatim}text\end{verbatim}

\verb|text|
Cross <label>[label] \label{label}
references <ref>[label] \ref{label}, \pageref{label}
Comments <comment>text</comment> %text〈end-line〉
User macro <define><name>definition〈end-line〉 \newcommand{\name}{definition}

Table 1: StarTEX command overview
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Table 2: A small table sample

Index Data
12 199
17 0

was�osen as only two keywordswere necessary.All figures are automatically
scaled and they float to the top of the current or following page.

3.4. Tables

3e notation for tables was also �osen to be as simple as possible, and to
ease error detection and recovery. Only very regular tables are catered for, but
this is the price one has to pay for a simple notation.

A table is a complex structure, with entries in columns within rows inside
the table, but a notation was found whi� will seldom give grouping errors:

<table>caption text
<row>text<col>text<col>. . .
<row>text<col>text<col>. . .

:
</table>

Every <row> starts a new row, and ea� <col> starts another column. 3e text
prior to the first row is regarded as the table caption.

3e number of columns is determined automatically. All columns are cen-
tered, and a grid of horizontal and vertical rules is always added. For example,
the code

<table>

A small table sample

<row> <b>Index</b> <col> <b>Data</b>

<row> 12 <col> 199

<row> 17 <col> 0

</table>

will generate the table shown as table 2.
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3.5. Document styles

All documents need some adaption to conform to a particular style. I pro-
pose to let the user decide this by stating

<style>[style file]

3e style file is wri(en in plain TEX and contains the necessary definitions and
modifications. Since the user has no visual mark-up commands at his or her
disposal, all design decisions are made by the style designer. 3is makes it
easier to have all reports conform to an approved standard.

My hope is that ea� site using StarTEX will develop styles of their own.
3ese styles should be comprehensive, as the user may only specify that one
style. For instance, our style ifi-report defines

— the page size (A4 paper),

— Norwegian format of <today> and <now>,

— Norwegian translations of fixed texts like ‘‘Figure’’ and ‘‘Table’’,

— the page headers and footers, and

— various minor typographic details.

3.6. Cross references

StarTEXusesmore or less the sameme�anisms for cross references as LATEX.
Interesting sections, figures and tables are given a label using the <label>
command, whi� may then be referenced using the <ref> command.

3e appearance of the reference is defined by the document style, but will
normally contain the page number if the reference is a different page; there
is thus no need for a \pageref command. (3is is similar to the varioref
paQage[3].)

3.7. Mathematical formulz

One of the most important reasons for�oosing a typese(ing system based
on TEX is its ability to typeset mathematical formulz. All the math mode com-
mands available in (LA)TEX are implemented in StarTEX, and most of them use
a notation similar to  version 3.0. For example, the formula

∫
∞

1

f (x)

1 + x
∂x

is typed as
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Symbol StarTEX code

< <lt>

> <gt>

– <-->

— <--->

〈a tie〉 <~>

. . . <...>

〈today’s date〉 <today>

〈the present time〉 <now>

TEX <tex>

LATEX <latex>

StarTEX <startex>

Table 3: 3e remaining StarTEX commands

<displaymath>

<int><sub>1</sub><sup><infinity></sup>

<frac>f(x)<over>1+x</frac>

<partial>x

</displaymath>

3.8. User-defined macros

It was decided to allow the users to define their own commands, but with
the following restrictions:

— 3e macros may not have parameters.

— No macros may be redefined.

3e StarTEX notation

<define><name>definition〈end-line〉

was�osen tomake error recovery easier.3ere is now no�ance of a runaway
definition, like you would get in (LA)TEX if you forgot a final }.

3.9. Various other commands

In table 3 are shown the few remaining StarTEX commands.
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<body>

<title> <startex><--->A <tex> for beginners </title>

<author> Dag Langmyhr<p> Department of Informatics<p>

University of Oslo<p> <tt>dag@ifi.uio.no</tt>

</author>

<info> <today> </info>

<abstract> This document describes <startex>, a special <tex>

format for students writing their first project report.

</abstract>

<h1> The basic philosophy of <Startex> </h1>

<Startex> was designed for novice <tex> users. It employs a

different notation and a different set of commands from <latex>,

and the idea is that this makes it more user-friendly for these

users than plain <tex> or <latex>.

<p>

The notation used in <startex> resembles HTML and some of the

commands are the same, but the philosophy of the two is

different. HTML was designed to display hypertext information

on a computer screen, while <startex> is used to produce a

student report on paper.

</body>

Figure 2: An example StarTEX document

3.10. An example

In figure 2 is shown an example document using some of the StarTEX
commands.

4. Other design decisions

4.1. Error recovery

Asmentioned previously, StarTEX can employ the <xxx> notation to detect
errors and provide some error recovery. For instance, it keeps traQ of both
the current and the outer environments, andwhi� commands should be used
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to exit those environments. 3is means that it can detect and remedy the
following situations:

— A missing terminator </xxx> will be detected when the outer environ-
ment is finished. In this case, both environments will be exited, and you
would get an error message like

** StarTeX error detected on line 7:

<i> on line 7 terminated by </b>.

An extra </i> has been inserted.

— Asuperfluous terminator </xxx>will be recognized as su�, and ignored,
and the user would be notified with the following error message:

** StarTeX error detected on line 15:

<body> on line 1 terminated by </b>.

The </b> will be ignored.

4.2. Paragraph parameters

LATEX is a program for quality typese(ing, and this is reflected in the stan-
dard se(ings for the paragraph breaking parameters. Even paragraphs that
look quite good to an untrained eye may produce messages about under- or
over-full boxes.WhenLATEX is unable to find a set of breaks it regards as accept-
able, the result may be truly horrible, with words stiQing into the margin, or
all excess space put into the first line. 3is occurs quite oOen in languages like
Norwegian whi� have many long compound words. An experienced LATEX
user will easily detect the problem word and fix that or rephrase the text, but
novice users seldom understand these messages and tend to ignore them.

All the messages about over-full and under-full boxes create another prob-
lem for the LATEX novices. Since many of them use tools (like AUC-TEX[7]) that
run LATEX in non-stop mode, they get pages and pages of serious error mes-
sages intertwined with innocuous warnings, so they tend to just ignore all the
messages as long as the printed result looks acceptable to them.

StarTEX sets its standard parameters for very loose typese(ing with high
values for \tolerance and \emergencystretch.3e reasons for this are:

— If a good set of paragraph breaks exists, TEX will still �oose that.

— Since the users tend to ignore messages about bad breaks, it is be(er to
have a loosely broken paragraph than the very bad result you may get
when TEX has to give up.

— 3e results a�ieved this way are at least as good as those produced by
other typese(ing and text-processing soOware.
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3is solution does not solve the problem of obtaining good paragraph breaks,
but experience so far has shown that it goes a long way.

5. Concluding remarks

StarTEX was wri(en in 1996 and has been in use at our department since
then. It has also been used elsewhere, but I don’t really knowwhere. It has—in
my opinion—a�ieved most of the specified goals, but not all.

— It is quite small, consisting of fewer than one thousand lines of TEX code
plus documentation. Whether the code is easy to understand is for others
to judge.

— It is moderately robust. Most simple errors are handled by StarTEX, but
grave ones still confuse it.

— It is reasonably fast; a 2 1

2
page example document is processed in less

than 1 second.

Even though the users are taught a different format with a different command
syntax, I believe StarTEX will serve as a suitable introduction to LATEX and
document processing, because it provides training in the concepts of LATEX and
structural mark-up.

(An analogy from computer science: 3e programming language C is
widely used, and most programmers should know it. It is, however, a lan-
guage for experts, so a common view is that students should first learn the
concepts of programming in a different language before being exposed to C.)

3e invention of StarTEX is not intended as any kind of criticism against
LATEX, whi� is still our main tool for larger documents and for the more
experienced users. 3e aim of StarTEX is to help one specific group of users,
and provide them with a gentler introduction into the world of (LA)TEX.

On the other hand, StarTEX can be regarded as a tribute to TEX whi� so
easily allows one to produce a different user interface to its powerful me�a-
nisms.

5.1. Why not use HTML?

Some users have asked why we do not use  when the notation is so
similar. 3ere are several reasons for that:
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— 3ere is no yet final definition of . 3ere are several versions avail-
able, in addition to the inventions of various soOware companies.Nobody
knows what  will look like a few years from now.

— H is growing very complex, with many constructs of li(le interest to
the student writing a report.

— H does not support mathematical formulz. (Version 3.0 did, but this
part was removed in later versions.)

— It is difficult to write a robust parser of  in TEX.

— You cannot define user commands in .

5.1.1. And why not use SGML?

Others have askedwhy I don’t use with all its expressive power.Most
of my objections against  apply here also, particularly the problem of
writing a robust parser in TEX.

5.2. Modifications

I have received some requests to extend StarTEX, but they have all been
turned down. I strongly believe that StarTEX should remain a simple tool; there
are other tool (like LATEX) for more advanced use.

5.3. Availability and user support

If anyone is interested in obtaining a copy of StarTEX, they can find it
available for anonymous  on ftp.ifi.uio.no in the directory pub/tex/startex.

I am happy to help users having problems with StarTEX, but my time is
limited so I cannot promise to assist everyone. But please send me an e-mail
if you have comments or if you experience problems. I would also appreciate
hearing about people and institutions using StarTEX.
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